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Abstract—On October 1st, 2019 in response to critique from
patient advocates and the medical community, Google explicitly
prohibited promotion of unproven stem cell and gene therapy
treatments on their platform in order to protect users from rising
direct-to-consumer marketing of unproven medical interventions.
This project aims to record the efficacy of that prohibition
as it was enforced and track the impact of Google’s AI-based
advertising modalities on end-user results. In particular, this
study gives special consideration to the risk potential for vulner-
able patient communities navigating health information through
Google search. Utilising a crowd-sourced ’Black Box’ audit with a
browser plugin, we captured the continued presence of prohibited
and problematic advertisements returned by stem cell-related
queries in the months following Google’s ban. In the domain of
Search Engine Marketing (SEM), emerging stem cell treatments
are situated in a critical juncture between advertisers and
potentially vulnerable users with Google Search as an unobserved
mediator. Addressing the issues raised by this data collection is
of utmost importance in the protection of patient populations
online. This project aims to draw attention to the need for
transparency and accountability of advertising intermediaries
engaged in the targeted promotion of potentially problematic
treatments to vulnerable audiences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among all the industries that digitalisation has accelerated
or transformed, the domain of Stem Cell Treatments offers a

1This is a preprint! The final version hast been published in the 2020 IEEE
Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence (SSCI) (https://doi.org/
10.1109/SSCI47803.2020.9308420)

valuable example of progress in need of close inspection. The
rapidly developing area of emerging stem cell-derived treat-
ments within medical research is complemented by a growing
corollary of direct-to-consumer, internet-based industry that
encourages patients and their carers to access treatment options
outside traditional local healthcare infrastructure2. Often the
commercial stem cell treatments offered provide little to no
clinical evidence of safety or benefit for the patient [2], [3].
As this industry relies heavily on the internet [4]–[6] and
its associated technologies, direct-to-customer marketing via
search engines is a channel of choice for communication from
business to patient [7] in pharmaceutical domains [8] and an
opportunity to claim search terms [9, p. 184]. Thus, search
engines, web advertisement and especially the ad exchange
[10]–[12] play crucial roles in connecting the participants
of the aforementioned market. By reaching into the medical
domain, however, these algorithms have the “most immediate
and profound personal and social consequences” [4, p.368].

On principle, Google prohibits advertising in some sensitive
categories [13] like personal hardship. In response to the return
of problematic advertisements onto Google’s search engine
result page (SERP) (see figure 1), the company announced in
September 2019 to rigorously ban stem cell related experimen-
tal medical treatments as of October 1st 2019 [14], [15]. The
data collection of this study concentrates on Google as, to our

2Often this includes Stem Cell Tourism; a call to cross geographical or
jurisdictional boundaries to receive medical treatment [1].



best knowledge, they were the only web search and advertising
provider that specifically banned experimentally or unproven
stem cell therapies and publicly announced a crackdown on
those ads, knowing that those are an issue on their platform.
This announcement was also acknowledged in media which
made it a claim worth to investigate [16].

Fig. 1. Single ad of questionable stem cell treatment provider (September
30th, 2019) before the policy change, courtesy of Anna Couturier

Despite their social relevance these platforms are a Black
Box to society, due to their private, proprietary business
model [17], the complexity of their functionality [18]–[21]
and the responsiveness to the respective context in which they
are applied [22]–[24]. Severe problems are fixed ex post of
implementation and often only after it had been pointed out in
public discourse and media. Instead of ensuring that the overall
viability of a system is increased, platforms seems to address
individual problems only. Dörner names this elimination of
obvious faults without analysing the fundamental problems
”repair service behaviour” [25].

In this paper, we present a browser plugin that was used to
assess the success of one such policy update and snapshot of
SERP returns. We chose a Black Box approach, specifically
a Crowdsourced Audit [26] to gather user data from volun-
teers’ browsing experience by sending automated requests to
Google’s web search. Participants were assigned to groups
according to the disease with which they were affected3 and
their home country. Then, the scraped ads and search results
were categorised and analysed to assess the risk that web
search poses for people affected by diseases like Parkinson’s
Disease and Multiple Sclerosis. Thus we apply a concept for
algorithmic accountability by striving to investigate the “power
structures, biases, and influences that computational artifacts
play in society” [27, p.3]. It is our hope that these findings will
contribute to a larger civic conversation to hold institutions
accountable for their technical creations and demand for
explanation, auditability and ultimately access [28].

II. FUNDAMENTALS

This section contextualises this study within the industry
that has evolved around stem cell treatments. It explores
the benefits gained by this sector from different aspects of
digitalisation including data collection, data fusion, profiling
and targeting build the basis for targeted advertising of medical
treatments.

3This study considers Parkinson’s disease (PD), Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
and Diabetes Type I and II because these are diseases for which there is on-
going research into stem-cell-derived treatments. The analysis concentrates on
the PD study groups.

A. Stem Cell Treatments: Possibilities and Dangers

This project focuses on the area of stem cell treatments due
to their unique positioning within both the areas of emerging
medicine and digital health marketing.

Stem cell treatments derived from reprogrammed adult stem
cells (‘induced pluripotent stem cells’ or ’iPS cells’) have
received a significant focus within medical research with the
promise of personalised therapies [29]. However, as of 2020,
the basic characteristics of iPS cells and their capabilities
are still far from conventional clinical application. Moreover,
outside of specific (largely ’allogenic’ or tissue donor-reliant)
treatments of blood and skin diseases and treatment for corneal
damage, there are currently no other proven safe or effective
stem-cell-derived treatments for major conditions or diseases
[30].

Despite the lack of established treatment protocols, we
are witnessing a boom in direct-to-consumer marketing of
’autologous’ (or obtained from the same individual) stem
cell treatments for major diseases and conditions (including
Parkinson’s, Multiple Sclerosis, and Diabetes) by private clin-
ics in digital spaces [31]. These clinics and providers present a
particular representation of stem cell treatments as established,
if restricted, medical interventions available for a price [32].
Moreover, these clinics dedicate a significant portion of their
budget to specifically online marketing activities in order to
recruit new patients [33]).

In the face of the rising profile of direct-to-consumer stem
cell treatments online, traditional medical authorities have pub-
lished strong warnings on the risks for patients associated with
undergoing experimental treatments as well as collective calls
for stricter regulation for consumers (e.g. [34]–[38]). These
calls-to-actions have come on the heels of a number of high-
profile cases of private clinic closures after patients suffered
gross bodily harm or death after undergoing treatment [39].

Looking beyond the provider and clinic aspects of this
digital health interplay, this project interrogates the as-yet
unexamined role of Google as a crucial mediator between
commercial medical care and risk for patients-as-users. In do-
ing so, we hope to further situate the importance of algorithmic
governance and oversight within the conversation of health
online.

B. User data as a fuel to online advertising

Online marketing has evolved in its tailoring to individuals
through the deduction of personal information beyond what
is volunteered by the targeted audience [40]. As a funda-
mental cornerstone of online advertisement, companies and
web-services collect and combine data to derive personally
identifiable information (PII) from, at first, neutrally-treated
users as well as their usage data in order to create unique
profiles [41]–[43]. Sparse individualised data like browsing
histories or product ratings are sufficient to de-anonymise users
as demonstrated by Narayanan in 2008 [44]. This profiling
most likely does not happen by manual categorization, instead
it is based on methods of machine learning [45] which are
highly opaque.



Profiling, especially when it is based on machine learning
models can generate problematic categories and unwanted
side-effects that allow discrimination or questionable targeting
of users. Angwin et al. showed how Facebook allowed target-
ing users based on expressed antisemitism [46] or exclusion
of users based on race [47]. Furthermore, protected attributes
carrying sensitive personal information are often used in the
profiling process. This potentially exposes users to discrimina-
tion and further restricts the ability to comprehend the reason
behind ad choices by the end-user [48]. This is particularly
critical if users are unaware of the information being gathered
to construct their persona. Indeed, Datta et al. found that users
could not review all data that was used by Google to create
their profile [48].

C. Targeted advertisement

To fund their operations, search engines often display pro-
motional results alongside their organic ones4. They are similar
styled as organic results, but marked as advertisement. Once
potential customers are profiled and recognized online, they
can be targeted with personalised advertising and search results
in real time [50], [51] 5. The use of behavioral targeting in
advertisement has been shown to increase click-through rates
significantly compared to non-targeting controls in similar
users of a distinct audience [53]. Personalised targeting also
enhances the efficacy of persuasive marketing strategies and
motivates purchases [54]. Google leverages the capabilities of
artificial intelligence (AI) or machine learning to enhance ad
delivery in many facets such as user profiling and targeting,
price negotiation for inventory slots, ad placement and user
interaction predictions [55]–[58].

In order to circumvent potential misconduct on the part
of advertisers, Google has established a guide to prohib-
ited practices on its Advertising Policy Help website [59].
Therein, Google outlaws false statements about qualifications
and claims that promise unrealistic results. Research on al-
cohol ads points out how online advertisement can substitute
offline ads in domains where the latter are banned or heavily
regulated. It further suggests that this effect is strongest for
new products [60]. Search engine marketing (SEM) also al-
lows the “branding” of search terms, consequently associating
specific queries with a brand, product or service [9, p. 184].
These two aspects are relevant in the context of emerging
medial practices like unproven stem cell treatments that are
advertised online despite a ban being effective. In the context
of this work, Google’s intervention (or non-intervention) in
monitoring misleading content presents compelling questions.

D. Analysing algorithmic ad targeting as a black box

One method to establish Algorithmic Accountability is to
conduct a Black Box analysis. Black Box analysis is a form of

4“organic” denotes unpaid results on the search engine result page that are
listed due to their relevance to the search query [49]

5“If an ad network is able to accurately target users, we can deduce that
the ad network is able to determine user characteristics” [52, p.1].

reverse engineering6 whereby an opaque system is scrutinised
by analysing observable in- and outputs, deducing the inner
mechanics that transform the former into the latter and approx-
imating the inner workings with models. This can be achieved
by manipulation and observation of the box [61]. The insights
are usually juxtaposed to expectations with respect to certain
statistics, norms or standards of stakeholders about how the
system is intended to work [24]. This kind of analysis tries to
produce a (computational or mathematical) model of an algo-
rithm. To analyse algorithmic decision making systems (ADM
systems), scholars have developed different approaches [62],
[63] depending on the characteristics of the audit, for example
Scraping Audits and Crowdsourced Audits.

III. STUDY DESIGN

We chose to combine Scraping Audit and Crowdsourced
Audit [62]. In doing so, we recruited volunteers to install
a custom-coded browser plugin/addon on their desktop ma-
chines. The plugin was designed to regularly scrape the SERP
of Google and capture advertisements as well as search results
and submit them to a central collection server running at the
TU Kaiserslautern, Germany. We also guaranteed a baseline
of submissions to compare with by deploying bots running on
virtual private server systems (VPS) in the relevant regions.

We chose the scraping audit as it allowed for a simple
and transparent way to gather data while leveraging the avail-
ability and functionality of web browsers and their add-ons.
This facilitated distribution and scalability. Crowdsourcing the
collection was a way to involve patients and carers alike to
support the endeavour. Inclusion of patient and carers had the
added benefit of providing results backed by natural browsing
profiles and behaviors.

The plugin was designed to operate on the current versions
of Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. These browsers
were selected because they are among the most popular web
browsers and cover the largest percentage of potential data
donors [64]. By using two major platforms, we could benefit
from their infrastructure that allowed easy distribution of our
plugin and possibly gave us some legitimacy by being hosted
from the official store sites. The basic structure is illustrated
in figure 2.

As the study included recruitment of participants/donors7

impacted by the aforementioned diseases, we made a con-
scious effort to better understand the demographics roughly
represented by patients impacted. Specifically, we noted that
the average age of diagnosis for Parkinson’s Disease (60+)
might present challenges for potential participants/donors (in-
cluding limited technological literacy and willingness to en-
gage with complicated software) [65]. Thus, the delivered
software had to be accessible for this specific demographic.

6Diakopoulos denotes Reverse Engineering as “the process of articulating
the specifications of a system through a rigorous examination drawing on
domain knowledge, observation, and deduction to unearth a model of how
that system works” [24, p. 16]

7Herein, the notions of participants and donors are distinct. Participants de-
scribe users that only downloaded, installed the plugin and registered, whereas
donors are active contributors who submitted their respective collected data.



Fig. 2. Sketch of the plugin-server-communication of the EuroStemCell Data
Donation, by author

For our purposes, accessibility required a seamless on-
boarding process and automatic execution with minimal user
involvement. Hence, we minimized the number of steps in
the registration process, provided FAQs and automatized the
donations.

After installation a privacy statement (See Fig 6 in the
Appendix) had to be accepted and a minimal questionnaire
had to be filled to assign users to study groups and gather
some statistical data. Groups were allocated server-side by
country and disease with additional control groups for each
disease which were subsequently populated by unaffected
participants. This ensured that the users were not scattered
among the studies and guaranteed the provision of at least
one comparative study group.

Once this setup was completed, the plugin automatically
sent queries to Google search in a 4-hour cycle starting
at midnight and additionally at browser startup. The plu-
gin requested the website https://www.google.[top
level]/search?q=[term], where [top level] corre-
sponds to the respective top level domain of a participant
group’s region and [term] relates to the search terms that
were used in randomized order. Search terms were composed
of either a [disease] prefix (“parksinson’s”, “multiple
sclerosis”, “diabetes”) followed by clinical terms or “stem
cells” in a more general wording. Only the results to these
fabricated queries were analyzed, user’s other search activities
remained untouched. Then results, ads and top stories on the
SERP were collected and sent to the collection server.

All of this happened without user-interaction in a back-
ground window to not interfere with a participant’s internet
activities. It was part of our effort to provide a balanced user
experience between unobtrusive data donation and transparent
study design. To support transparency and let users acknowl-
edge their part in the study, the plugin included a utility that
showed the user an overview of recent submissions.

It must be emphasised that this study was restricted to
the collection of information provided by participants via the
initial survey and the data collected by the plugin. Our Black
Box analysis cannot be equated with a fully observable In-Out-
Relationship in which all input information is visible. Indeed,

this type of one-to-one study of results would require an API
that serves as a single source of input [24]. Even then, an
opaque system like Google Search may use more than that
input. Thus, in our study, the variety of input variables that
the algorithms takes into account remain mostly unknown and
uncontrollable.

Simply put, the detailed specifics of an algorithm cannot be
determined by observers outside of the Black Box. Eventually,
the modalities do not need to be known in their completeness
to infer about an algorithm’s workings and effects in prac-
tice [24]. It is sufficient to “develop a critical understanding
of the mechanisms and operational logic” [66, 86]. Rather,
the examination should be conducted with focus on relevant
aspects only and consider those conditions that are required to
understand a phenomenon [67]. Hence, the Black Box analysis
of the web-advertisement algorithms of Google conducted can
be restricted to the question of whether there still appears
questionable advertisements delivered via Google Ads after
the announced policy change.

IV. FINDINGS

As this project is ongoing, the following findings reflect
our initial analysis of the collected data and indicate areas
of developing analysis. Although data was generated for
all conditions (Parkinson’s Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, and
Diabetes), this analysis will focus on data generated by
the Parkinson’s study’s across all geographic locations. Our
Parkinson’s Disease studies generated the largest accumulation
of both “real” and virtual donors from which we have drawn
our findings. Work to dissect both the advertisements and
results for Multiple Sclerosis and Diabetes are ongoing.

The Parkinson Disease’s donation campaign operated over
the period of September, 30th 2019 to February, 11th 2020.
During this period, 162 participants registered (including 24
VPS donors), 102 of which were actually submitting data
over the course of the study and contributed 177,756 indi-
vidual donations. The majority of “real” donors self-identified
as being either a patient or carer impacted by Parkinson’s
Disease. Additionally, of these “real” donors, the strongest
representation of patients and was located in the United
Kingdom8. VPS servers were located in the UK, Canada,
Australia and the United States as a baseline of results across
conditions and countries.

Figure 3 shows that we received regular daily donations on a
stable level from mid-November on. The VPS-servers worked
as expected, submitting in a recurring manner, as depicted
by the orange bars. As most “real” donations were submitted
between the 4-hour intervals, triggered by a browser startup,
this functionality was a vital move for our data collection. This
allowed us to capture data even when users were just briefly
browsing the web. Although the VPS’ submission frequencies
may vary as we see in Figure 3, they were a reliable source
of donations.

8This may have been influenced by the support of Parkinson’s UK, the
Edinburgh Research Interest Group, and the Anne Rowling Clinic located in
Edinburgh, Scotland.



Fig. 3. Donations over time show a spike after onboarding events and VPS
rollout

The small number of participants is most likely due to
the fact that the average age of patients with a diagnosis of
Parkinson’s Disease is relatively high at 60-67 years [65].This
leads to the assumption that most of those affected are not
digital natives who use the internet and the google search
engine much less frequently to the extent necessary to obtain a
sufficiently large sample for a clear conclusion. This study is a
good example of the difficulty of persuading affected persons
in such a sensitive field of application to participate in a data
collection. Although multiple leading research centres joined
in collaboration, it shows one of the inherent limitations of a
crowd source audit.

A. Presence of Ads Post-Google Moratorium

Between September 2019 and February 2020 we captured
21,188 single advertisements within the data donations. Of
these single advertisements, we were able to extract around
285 hosts accounting for paid positioning on the SERPs.
The study captured the continued use of targeted adver-
tising through Google’s ad exchange platform for searches
around stem cell treatments on Google Search after their self-
imposed October 1st deadline. From that date on, promotion
of emerging stem cell related practices was, per Google’s
public statements, prohibited. As the data captured befFeore
and after the policy change contained questionable ads we
must conclude that the measures Google introduced are not
sufficiently addressing the issue of queries around stem cell
treatments. Targeted advertising for stem cell treatment related
searches remained continuously present throughout the course
of the five-month study. This is particularly worrying as it
indicates a break from the stated intentions of Google to
prevent the practice due to the potential risk posed to patients
of unproven stem cell treatments. Importantly, the rate of
stem cell related advertisements appearing in SERPs did not
decrease over the period of the study. This indicates that if
changes were implemented in the algorithmic behaviour on
Google’s side, it did not result in the absence or decrease of
advertisements.

B. Captured Ads Analysis

In order to better understand the character of the ads
presented, we conducted a structured analysis of these adver-

Fig. 4. Top 20 advertisers by ad count.

tisements with the support of EuroStemCell9, an EU-funded
public engagement project comprised of stem cell researchers
and educators from around Europe. This collaboration allowed
us to code the sources into a larger constellation within the
biomedical industry, public health, and commercial medical
services sectors. We then applied a grounded “stoplight”
analysis to indicate the potential for risk of users [68] based
on the potential for exposure to personal harm represented
by both the promotion of unproven stem cell treatments (e.g.
unproven mescenchymal stromal cell-derived treatments) and
commercial for-profit marketing of treatments.

This analysis showed that the captured ads included a
number of potentially problematic sources. These included pri-
vate clinics advertising direct-to-patient marketing of unproven
treatments (including the aforementioned Swiss Medica), for-
profit health news websites, private clinical trials, pharmaceuti-
cal direct-to-consumer websites, and private biobanking. Less
problematic sources included a large number of non-profit
and patient advocacy organisations including Parkinson’s UK
and the Michael J. Fox Foundation. The Top 20 advertisers
included a mix of these sources (see 4).

The second largest source of advertisements captured (la-
beled ‘Prescription Treatment Website’) sparked multiple redi-
rects. These compiled advertisements only appeared in dona-
tions from the United States and did not appear to the plugin as
direct links like the other advertisements. Rather, they included
obfuscating referring links which appeared to be generated by
Google AdSense.

This collection of Prescription Treatment grouped ads were
marked by two unique characteristics. The first is that these ad-
vertisements appear to have been generated through a different

9www.eurostemcell.org



Fig. 5. Fraction of ads in total donations per participant
Means: Affected 0.76, Control 0.10, VPS 0.05

Medians: Affected 0.57, Control 0.07, VPS 0.01

target modality than the other top 20 advertising sources. Each
of these links captured by the data donation plugin recorded
obfuscated, redirecting links as opposed to clear, direct links.
This implies that searches around stem cell treatments and
cures and their associated conditions are still included within
Google’s algorithmically-driven ad auction ecosystem.

The second characteristic is the promotion of direct-to-
consumer marketing of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of
conditions (including proprietary versions of Levadopa, a pri-
mary pharmacological treatment for the Parkinson’s Disease).
These sites were targeted both at medical providers and pa-
tients themselves and offered as either direct purchase options
or information for patients to supply to their primary care
providers. This approach of direct-to-patient advertisement is
common in the private healthcare system of United States, but
is banned in United Kingdom, Canada or Australia, countries
in which health infrastructure is largely publicly governed
[69].

C. Ad Targeting of Affected Users

Within the Parkinson’s Disease study groups, data donors
who self-identified as either a patient or carer received more
advertisements than participants assigned to the control groups
or VPS data donors (see Fig. 5).

This indicates that there may be additional modalities within
Google’s ad targeting enacting upon users who have been
identified as impacted by diseases like Parkinson’s. It is
worth noting that the content of these advertisements did not
include a larger percentage of highly problematic sources (e.g.
private clinics with direct marketing of unproven stem cell
treatments). Regardless of the content of the advertisements
shown. Specifically to patients and carers, the increased dis-
play of advertisement demonstrates that Google’s algorithmic
advertising modalities may have already identified vulnerable
groups as a target audience.

How and why these modalities became visible in our data
could not be determined, given the limitations of the study and
the group of participants. Further research is urgently needed

to explore this trend and its wider implications for potentially
vulnerable users.

V. DISCUSSION

This project is part of a larger interrogation of algorith-
mic mediation of knowledge in the public health sector and
yet it has farther reaching implications. Our initial findings
point towards complex questions of responsibility within the
tech, biomedical research and healthcare sectors in finding
clear boundaries of ethics, commercial interests, cutting-edge
medical research and patient safety. These findings open up
a host of new questions that must be addressed by many
different fields, including algorithmic accountability and gov-
ernance, tech and bioethics, healthcare decision-making, and
patient/carer advocacy.

Although this study provides important evidence of the
continued existence of problematic advertisements related to
stem cell treatment queries, we are limited in our ability to
make concrete statements on how and why Google’s targeting
modalities continue to promote them. Indeed, the nature of
Google’s black box platform resists monitoring as part of its
proprietary advantage. Therefore, in such sensitive fields of
application as the advertising of stem cell therapies, society
must demand transparency and accountability verified beyond
self-governance undertaken by companies like Google them-
selves. This includes a shift away from the ”repair service
behaviour” conducted by Google in the face of evidence of
risk to search users. If identification of vulnerable populations
is made possible through the algorithmic modalities of user
profiling, it should be an imperative to root out these functions
as fundamental design flaws rather than commercial features.

We intend to continue our investigation into the data gen-
erated by this study with a particular focus on Google as
an algorithmic mediator of healthcare and medical decision-
making. We intend to tap into the data generated in order to
interrogate a number of areas of interest including; quality
of SERP results (both advertisement and organic results)
across geographical and health infrastructural boundaries, the
prevalence of non-profit patient advocacy outreach strategies
that feature SEM, and the question of how Google’s SERP
ecosystem impacts the work of public health infrastructure and
non-profit sector vis-a-vis their relationships to commercial ac-
tors. We welcome input from multi-disciplinary researchers in-
terested in better understanding this complex, often-bypassed,
yet fundamentally personal touch-point between human health
and algorithmically-driven technology.
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APPENDIX

Fig. 6. Screenshot of the Privacy Statement of the
Eurostemcell Data Donation Campaign, 05.08.2020, from
https://www.Eurostemcell.org/datadonation#paragraph-1576


